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22.09.2010



The challenge: 

How Can We Train 
Leaders If We Do Not 

Know What Leadership Is? 

Richard A. Baker, Human 
Relations, 1997

Leadership – a definition

• Leadership is formed by its context

• Leadership happens between people

• Leadership aims to create value

”Leadership is to create results through others.”



Scandinavian leadership
Main characteristics:

• Respect for the individual

• A holistic, humanistic and value 
based approach with a multiple 
stakeholder focus 

• Flat and non-bureaucratic 
organizations with a high 
degree of devolved 
responsibility and accountability

• Trust, care and concern as key 
values

Leadership in Statistics Norway
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Objective for the programme:

A common platform for leadership in 
Statistics Norway, and a stronger 
focus on leadership as a discipline. 



The target group

• All managers in 
Statistics Norway 
(ca. 55)

• Many have been 
with Statistics 
Norway for a long 
time

• Some very 
experienced 
managers, some 
new managers!

Statistics Norway wanted a program that…

…results in sustainable change

…is linked to Statistics Norway´s leadership principles, strategy, and 
special characteristics

…creates a common platform, but also meets individual leader’s needs 

…uses relevant challenges as a starting point, and provides skills that can 
be used in every day life

…takes into account the subject matter expertise of Statistics Norway´s
managers, but also challenges the leader’s role

…challenges and engages our leaders

…provides arenas for reflection on leadership

…cooperates with us, and does not present the ”conclusion” to us



Reflection!

Talk to your neighbor:

• How do you perceive 
the Statistics Norway 
program objectives?

• Which of these are 
relevant for your 
organization?

Ownership of the program

Processes for ensuring ownership:

• Needs analysis by HR

• Choosing co-operation partner with 
top management involvement

• Top Management feedback round on 
program elements

• HR and Top Management active in 
planning and delivery of all seminars 

Top Management owned the program – supported by HR!

Timeline

Aut 2007

May 2008

Aug 2008

Jan 2009 –

Jun 2010



Delivery team

•3 HR consultants form Statistics Norway, 
5 consultants from AFF

•Internal consultants contributed mainly 
with knowledge about policies, culture, and  
recent developments

•External consultants contributed mainly 
with pedagogical design and expertise 
concerning leadership topics

•Integrated delivery: “Stronger together”
and knowledge transfer
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Arenas for learning and development

Work Groups

• Cases and  tasks in heterogenous groups
• Transfer topics in managment team

Plenary

• Presentations and discussions
• Summaries/reporting back from groups

Learning Network

• In depth work with personal leadership 
situation: What does this mean for me?

• Work with development plans

On the job
•Implementation of development tasks

Seminar 3 – example



The red thread…

… weaving the leadership development carpet 
by linking backwards and forwards and making 
the red thread visible!

Example
Training modules

Training modules have been an 
optional supplement to the 
obligatory seminars.  

Based on individual development 
needs 1-day trainings were offered. 

Topics included:

•From words to action

•Personal development talks

•Difficult conversations

•Building your team

•Setting goals and following up

Goalsetting and follow up

Defining pesonal development areas

Preparation – read article, reflect
on own practice, and take with you

own goals and action

Learn about different goals and roles

How to define goals? 

How to follow up?

Find a buddy for futher work

Training logg and action plan
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Reflection!

Talk to your neighbor:

• How does this 
compare to leadership 
programs that you 
have been part of? 

• What is similar? What 
is different? 

• Your evaluation?
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Evaluation model
Kirkpatrick, 1998

4. Results - the effects on the
business or environment resulting
from the trainee's performance
/application

3. Transfer/behavior - extent of
behavior and capability improvement
and implementation

2. Learning - the resulting increase in 
knowledge or capability

1. Reaction - what they thought and 
felt about the training

Quantitative evaluation of seminars

Rating Scale: 1 = Little or no value, 5 = Great value

How much value did you get out of the seminar 
regarding your leadership?



Qualitative evaluation of seminars

• Learning Network added most value

• Good mix between theory, reflection and 
tasks

• Relevance through work with Statistics 
Norway´s cases and topics

• Not all elements “hit home” with all 
participants

• Sometimes design “too ambitious” – too 
many elements, lack of depth

• Some participants want to be challenged 
even more

An example for implementation

Example for follow up 
and communication of 
implementation task: 

Manager Elisabetta
reports about the 
strategy work in her 
management team



End of seminar evaluation: 
Most important lessons learned
Participants said that they experienced personal 
and professional development
Concrete results:

•Leadership principles as lasting value

•Concrete help from personal coaching (learning 
networks and individual)

•Better understanding of on own role and 
leadership platform
•Inspiration and strengthening leadership as a 
discipline

… and for HR consultants: Significantly increased 
demand for their services!

… and the ultimate question:

How much improvement 
was there in the day-to-day
leadership in Statistics 
Norway?

We do not know, yet.

What are your questions and comments on Statistics 
Norway´s leadership development program?



Thank you for your 
attention!


